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Chapter 1 : Oddly Named Sequel 2: Electric Boogaloo - TV Tropes
Filled with wacky wit, irreverent humor, and twisted pop culture references, Would You Rather 2: Electric Boogaloo asks
you to ponder questions such as: Would you rather be a siamese twin connected at the lips or at the soles of your feet?
Would you rather have your hostage negotiator be Ozzy Osbourne or Jessica Simpson?

CaptainFlint on May 23, wrote: Well, onto the questions Is it more likely for you guys to create side-storylines
in an existing world with side skyways i. Gibbonia to Monquista, Albion to Marleybone, Florenzia to Valencia
rather than entire side worlds like Grizzleheim was designed for Wizard? It would be pretty neat having a nice
side story. Duck Holliday seems quite the scoundrel, in his own words. Are we going to learn more about him
in a future promotion? The Banana Seed Heresy was mentioned in Monquista before we get to Aquila - will it
be expanded upon? I assume Gracie Conrad, Catbeard, and Hawkules will all eventually receive promotion
quests, correct? And as you mentioned in an above post, whose class does Argos join? Speaking of Argos - if
he joins a class, does that make him a side-companion? Will the situation in Rajah, as a completely controlled
world courtesy of Marleybone, be talked about? Yeah, pretty cool huh? Now, on to questions: The wrinkle is,
of course,schedule. Though we might touch on it someday. I grew up on the original Doctor Who, back in the
cardboard monster days. References were an absolute must, since this was our Britain analogue. Perhaps he
needs to go to Azteca someday Those quests offer a decent introduction to the story element. Will it come
back up? I have some ideas about returning to Monquista - we created the whole religious schism as our hook
if we ever return for more than Stormgate authorization. And Hawkules, he never stops, talking, does he? We
liked the idea of giving Argos away, but not as a universal companion: So what about Book 13? Well, I said
we try Future dealings with or in Marleybone could easily sprinkle more details about Rajah.
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Chapter 2 : Would you rather-- ? 2 ( edition) | Open Library
In Would You Rather ? 2: Electric Boogaloo, authors Justin Heimberg and David Gomberg offer more than three
hundred twisted, utterly ridiculous, and incredibly funny dilemmas. For example, would you rather: - Have the wealth of
Oprah Winfrey and the voice of Opie Taylor or the body of Sylvester.

An oddly named prequel has also been announced, alternatively titled Mai-Otome 0, S. Likewise for the
manga versions of Tenchi Muyo! This is not to be confused with the anime versions, which are Tenchi Muyo!
The Naruto anime after the time skip has the new name Naruto Shippuden roughly translated: Hurricane
Chronicles , even though there was no break between the original series in Japan and this one as opposed to
the manga where it was just Naruto: Was mostly likely done to notify that the 85 filler episodes were over.
Ojamajo Doremi, Ojamajo Doremi Dokkan! The Minami-ke anime was followed by a sequel series called
Minami-ke: Okawari literally meaning "Seconds" immediately after. A third season, Minami-ke: Most
recently, there was an OVA called Minami-ke: Betsubara "second stomach", an idiom used for someone who
can eat dessert even after a huge meal. The fourth season is called Minami-ke: Sister Princess was later
followed up by Sister Princess Repure. Tokyo Mew Mew a la Mode where "a la mode" is supposedly used in
the sense "with ice-cream" and refers to the signature color of the new team leader. The manga Gensoumaden
Saiyuki became Saiyuki Reload when it switched magazines; the anime also included this distinction, as the
second anime series was produced quite some time after the first one ended, and the animation and artwork
styles between the two are noticeably different. Sayonara, Zetsubou-Sensei was quickly followed by a second
season, with the full title Zoku: Sayonara Zetsubou Sensei, where Zoku is a dictionary term used to designate
slang words and vulgarities, but is also a pun on the word for "continuation". Sayonara Zetsubou Sensei,
where Goku means "prison. The anime is notable for the fact it gets a new subtitle every season starting with
season 3 in the dub version. The original Japanese series has only changed its name, twice. Adventures In
Unova and Beyond season The DVD releases have remedied the problem for the first two seasons: Pretty
Cure 5 continued with the rather punny Yes! Pretty Cure 5 GoGo. Similarly, the Pretty Cure All Stars series is
like this. The original five-minute short was just called "Pretty Cure All Stars". Also, Shugo Chara Party. Hell
Girl has two follow-up seasons, each with a title incorporating its number. Season 2 is Hell Girl: Season 3 is
Hell Girl: Mitsuganae, which means "Cauldron of Three". Wanyuudou explains this one for us halfway
through. Since the first series was never released anywhere outside the country except for Italy until Discotek
released it on DVD in North America in , when most people are talking about "Lupin III", they mean the
second series. To clarify which series is which, TV Tropes uses the Fan Nickname for the original three series,
which identifies the colour of the sports jacket Lupin primarily wears. Green, Red, and Pink. They used the
English name for the first series as a subtitle for second one. Obviously this would make no sense in English,
so it was christened Fullmetal Alchemist: The second season of Himawari! Bakugan started out with the name
Bakugan Battle Brawlers for two seasons, then followed it up with a third season called Bakugan: New
Vestroia, then a fourth season called Bakugan: Gundalian Invaders and a fifth called Bakugan: When they
released a second film 15 years later, they simply titled it Vampire Hunter D in Japan. To avoid confusion, the
second film was retitled Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust for its English release. In Japan, the 2nd film is referred
to as Vampire Hunter D: The Movie , as it was released theatrically. The Galaxy Angel sequels are named in
this order: Just try making sense of that. Not that the order you watch them in matters the slightest. Rebuild of
Evangelion 1. You Are Not Alone and Evangelion 2. You Can Not Advance. And in , Evangelion 3. You Can
Not Redo. The aptly-named finale, Evangelion: Final, is set to be released in Which is now, in fact, named
Evangelion 3. Lee joke about the un likelihood of Eva 2: Electric Boogaloo, which now that the Rebuild films
and in particular the increasingly popular "sequel theory" exist is particularly Hilarious in Hindsight. Macross
Frontier is also something of an in universe example. The New Macross Class long range colony fleets are
numbered at least up to eleven this is where Macross 7 gets its title but at some point after that they start
naming them, hence the twenty-fifth fleet is the title Macross Frontier Colony Fleet, rather than the Macross
The Gate Keepers sequel series is named Gate Keepers The story occurs in the 21st century as opposed to the
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main story, which occurred during The second season of Hidamari Sketch is Hidamari Sketch x pronounced
"san-roku-go" or "three-six-five". Starting from the beginning we have: The new anime series coming in has
been named Sailor Moon Crystal. We can only speculate happily on what, if any, sequels will be named after
that gem. Vampire Knight , and its second season, Vampire Knight Guilty. This one probably happened
because Japanese people really like the word "guilty" Guilty Crown , Guilty Gear Which makes even less
sense as nothing in the anime has anything to do with music or any other definition of refrain. The second
season of Haiyore! Nyarko-san is called Haiyore! The precursor flash series also used this trope, with
Haiyoru! Nyarani followed by Haiyoru! Nyarani Remember my Love craft-sensei. Hertz is German for hearts,
and is used because 2rei Herz, despite being the third season of the anime, continues to adapt the second part
of the original manga that 2rei also covered. The third part of the manga is called 3rei, from the German drei,
meaning three, and that is presumably what a season of the anime adapting it would be called. The first three
seasons of Lyrical Nanoha are named as follows: The Movie for Love Live! The School Idol Movie". When
its Spinoff sequel, itself titled Love Live! The School Idol Movie: The Gathering publishes "Core Sets,"
collections which provide a foundation of basic cards for players to build off of. Just to add to the confusion,
there is both a 10th edition and a Magic though at least one uses the Roman numeral X as its symbol, the other
a stylized "M10" icon. The earliest Tintin albums went: Cigars of the Pharaoh. From that point on, though, the
"Tintin in Geographic Location" formula was discarded for many years until Tintin in Tibet. The Series has
another In-Universe example: Animatronic Boogaloo" in reference to this trope.
Chapter 3 : Electric Boogaloo | Know Your Meme
Free Grocery Pickup Reorder Items Track Orders. Departments See All. Holiday Headquarters.

Chapter 4 : Story Thread 2: Electric Boogaloo! | Pirate Free Online Game
Don't tell my grandson, but I just laughed through the first "Would you rather". Wickedly funny and witty, but number "2"
is even more hilarious. Boys, I can't wait for your next book.

Chapter 5 : Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo () - IMDb
From the authors of the blockbuster hit Would You Rather? comes another collection of over absurd alternatives and
deranged dilemmas. Filled with wacky wit, irreverent humor, and twisted pop culture references, Would You Rather 2:
Electric Boogaloo asks you to ponder questions such as: Would you rather be a siamese twin connected at the lips or at
the soles of your feet?

Chapter 6 : Would You Rather? 2: Electric Boogaloo by Justin Heimberg
As one of the premier rare book sites on the Internet, Alibris has thousands of rare books, first editions, and signed
books available. With one of the largest book inventories in the world, find the book you are looking for. To help, we
provided some of our favorites. With an active marketplace of.

Chapter 7 : Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo - Wikipedia
Would You Rather.? 2: Electric Boogaloo: Over More Absolutely Absurd Dilemmas to Ponder by Heimberg, Justin;
Gomberg, David and a great selection of similar Used.

Chapter 8 : Breakin' 2 - Electric Boogaloo () - Rotten Tomatoes
In Would You Rather ? 2: Electric Boogaloo, authors Justin Heimberg and David Gomberg offer more than three
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hundred twisted, utterly ridiculous, and incredibly funny dilemmas. For example, would you rather: - Have the wealth of
Oprah Winfrey and the voice of Opie Taylor or the body of Sylvester Stallone and the voice of Sylvester the cat?
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